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INTRODUCTION:

Come to Wisdom’s Door
How to Have an Out-of-Body Experience!
Amidst the spectral journey of the physical
being upon this earth-plane we know as earth, it
comes upon a time in its sojourn whereupon it
realizes it has been asleep at the wheel in the cosmic
purpose of its existence. It is at this time that the soul
is beckoned to come forth and reach towards a higher
ideal in existence and in eternity, to find the meaning
and purpose of its existence in this realm, to go forth
into higher worlds and to seek out the knowledge
which has been lost to it for time immemorial. It is
this time that we seek now.
Come to Wisdom’s Door is a beckon to your
inner spirit to come forth and stand at God’s feet to be
instructed in the knowledge of the spheres. It is a
beckon to you to find the Master, the Lord of all,
within you and inside you, and to break the barriers
of physical existence and sojourn into another place
which provides the instruction for which your soul
yearns.
Out-of-Body Travel is the means and
mechanism of this journey and in order to attain unto
it in the proper way followed by the prophets, saints,
mystics, sages and ascetics of all religions throughout
time, our souls must be prepared to enter within its
confines.
How do we do this? We must Come to
Wisdom’s Door and be instructed . . .
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CHAPTER ONE
To Begin . . .
We are all travelers, whether we know it or
not, in a temporary world of vice created for our
instruction. Our own vice has brought us here, and
our recognition of these factors is what will bring us
out.
So we begin our instruction with the
understanding of from where we come . . . from
where we are now. Each of us has incarnated upon
this world to fulfill certain tasks, much of which has
to do with certain realization and attainments within
our soul. Many of these attainments can be reached
through the modicum of Out-of-Body Travel, but the
mystical state must be approached first with the
knowledge of what we must first achieve to reach it.
Most of us live within a grand world of noise,
karmic chaos to be exact. The first thing that the
prophets, saints, mystics, sages and ascetics would do
in their journey to higher wisdom was to seek out the
world of silence. They did this in various ways. Some
of the prophets were called into the wilderness, as
were many ascetics and monks. But others
intentionally isolated themselves and began to seek
God through ceaseless prayer, fasting, mortifications
and the practices of contemplation and meditation.
So we begin with this.
But in order to achieve the true contemplation
and meditation for which our souls seek, we must
first examine the world of noise and begin to shut
things off, so to speak.
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In the world of our day, activity is honored
and extolled, while serenity and quiet is considered
unfruitful. Ironically, just the opposite will be true in
our consideration of the attainment and expansion of
mystical states.
First, we must consider individually the
purpose and destiny in this life. Because it is in this
that we will find the proper balance in following this
path, without interfering with our individual work
for the Lord. For instance, in my own life, my work is
to go into these states a great deal of the time, and
thus, my world is very secluded and quiet as a
general rule.
However, there are many other
purposes in this world which contain within them
varied elements of participation in the world and its
effects, and these are valid destinies which must not
be usurped in the journey to reaching a higher
understanding and/or mystical states.
Consider your own vocation in this life,
whether or not you feel that the work you do on a
daily basis is your highest calling or not. Take into
consideration the requirements of fulfilling that work
first, because there is great holiness in fulfilling our
work whether it be something lofty or mundane, for
the purpose of God’s kingdom. Every work in this
world carries with it great importance in a societal
structure, and we mustn’t allow our ego to play a part
in this consideration. Think deeply on your work,
whether you be a trash collector, mother, artist, or
judge; and contemplate deeply on the earthly
requirements you will require to abide by to give that
work the proper honor within the context of your
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duty to society and, thus, God’s kingdom in creating
balance and stability across the worlds. Be totally
honest and real with yourself about the
responsibilities entailed within the earthly vocation
you now follow, for this is vital in understanding the
entire context of the journey of which you are about
to embark.
In doing so, set aside now whatever the needs
of that vocation shall be and give this to the soul as a
requirement of your journey. Because you will
consider this vocation as the holy will of God for you
in your life, and will give it the proper context and
respect in achieving its ends.
Next I ask you to do the same thing in regards
to the needs of your immediate family; parents,
siblings, spouses and children. But I ask of you to take
a slightly different look in this regard.
We all have different family structures. For
those of you who have supportive, loving and
functional families, take heed of your God-given
responsibilities to them and add this to your vocation
which will be set aside from that which we will
examine.
For those who come from one of the varied
dysfunctional environments who may be very
unsupportive of this journey, look upon this with a
different view. I will ask you to look upon your
responsibilities to God first, in order to ascertain your
proper responsibilities to your family. We are given to
be stewards of legitimate needs, not slaves to
inopportune vice. Examine your own family within
this context and allow yourself to ascertain that
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responsibility as part of your vocation and set it aside
from that which we will examine.
What remains now is the rest of your life
beyond your vocational responsibilities to God,
family and country. In this context, I shall ask you to
examine that portion of your existence and what you
can do to alter its mechanism from ‘doing’ to ‘being.’
Are you engaged in constant activity? Do you feel
you must always be taking in new things from your
exterior world? If so, the first thing you will do which
can be difficult for many people is to cease.
What remains to you now is the time that is
accessible within your life and reality to explore
mystical states. But now we must examine your
reasons and means to explore such matters.
I shall tell you what the prophets, mystics,
saints, sages and ascetics did in their search. They set
aside all self-serving motivations in their quest and
asked to know the Will of God alone. Humbling
themselves before God and all that is, they asked to
be shown the truth whether it coincided with their
previous view of reality or not. In so doing, they were
able to be instructed. For if you are attached to your
own views, how is that God will instruct you
otherwise? Pursuing this path contains within it a
given understanding that you will not do so to prove
your own theories of reality to be true. Follow this
path to truly know, and then you will find yourself
opening to receive.
Secondly, they pursued this path with serious
ardor and great respect. It never occurred to them to
‘play around’ with spiritual gifts or to look at them as
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something other than a very holy gift to be nurtured
with the greatest responsibility and selfless regard.
Part of the reason they were able to generate such
deep intense ardor was because they understood that
such spiritual gifts could be given to them by either a
heavenly or hellish specter. They were not
disillusioned into believing that such things would
automatically come from God, but that they were
capable of being deceived by evil spirits and lost souls
whose entire purpose would be to lead them astray
from God’s holy will. And yes . . . there is a grand
difference from experiencing Out-of-Body Travel and
Mysticism as directed by the eternal hand of God or
from the hands of a lost soul, dark spirit or demonic
force.
Remember the holy prophets of the Old
Testament who were regularly ‘raised up to heaven’
such as Enoch ‘the man who walked with God.’ They
experienced Out-of-Body Travel as a sanctioned part
of their mission for God, and thus, it was rendered
useful for the people and for their own sanctification.
And remember the consequences to King Saul for
going to a medium to call up the spirit of a dead
prophet because he was impatient in knowing the
will of God? He lost his kingdom. This was so
because he approached the holy altar through an
inappropriate door. He did not wish to wait upon the
Lord . . . and this is what we shall discuss next.
Before entering the silence, the soul must
always begin to cultivate patience first. Because in
entering the silent corridors after living in a world of
noise and activity, the soul will become impatient
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with God if he does not understand that he must
approach the holy altar of the Lord with an entirely
different view.
The Lord chooses whom He chooses and when
He chooses. Not my will, Lord, but thy will be done.
Cultivate this within your new view.
I ask you to cultivate patience first because the
Lord so wills it. In approaching the mystical
experience from a proper view, rather than as
something to ‘play around’ with, your progress may
appear to be slower or come in waves of activity
followed by lulls of inactivity. That is because the
Lord does not wait upon us, but we are to wait upon
the Lord.
Surely, you must know that dark forces and
lost souls who also perceive the spiritual pathway
from a wrong view would love to energize the path
you take with extreme vigor to fill you with pride and
excitement in your progress. In so doing, if you ever
realize you are being led astray, you will be less likely
to renounce your wrong view because you’ve become
attached to the false ‘spiritual gifts’ which have been
given you to take you away from that which is true.
Pursuing Out-of-Body Travel through the
wrong path may yield initial results, but it will not
yield long-lasting results which actually produce
within your soul progress towards the goal of your
existence in this realm, which is karmic purification
and union with God.
In contemplating patience, however, I wish for
you to remind yourself of these very important
things. There is great satisfaction and joy in pursuing
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God, while there is great agitation and pride in
pursuing holy gifts as if it were a game. God waits
upon those who wait upon Him . . . and He is worth
the wait.
Experiencing Out-of-Body Travel outside of a
true search for God is empty and non-rewarding. It
also can become a path of the ego, and thus, a path of
endless falsehoods which take you nowhere.
There are many souls who have been led astray
by this very means. In their fervor to achieve the Outof-Body Experience, they have lost the understanding
and purpose of such things.
The prophets, saints, mystics, sages and
ascetics always kept this knowledge firmly fixed
before them. And by so doing, when the inevitable
hardships, dry periods or confusion arose, they kept
their view firmly fixed upon heaven in patience and
trust . . .
If you have followed a wrong path in pursuing
the Out-of-Body Experience, allow me to invite you to
change that at this very moment. God is merciful in
His judgments and He wishes all to be saved . . . it is
never too late in this life to change our view, and
thus, our path, towards that which serves God in this
realm and across all worlds. Simply fall on your
knees in prayer and tell God these things.
By so doing, you will re-energize a new
spiritual path towards light rather than darkness and
the will of the evil one or the agitation of those who
are lost and choose to remain so because of stubborn
pride in holding to their wrong view even in death.
These are the souls who require our compassion . . .
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but also our watchfulness, because they continue to
'play around' in death and are confused, often
without even realizing that they are so. This is why it
is so easy for them to share such wrong views with
those of us still encased in form because they may
truly believe they are correct as they wander around
in purgatorial realms without the ability to see that
the heavenly abode lies within the reach of us all, if
only they would release their wrong-views long
enough to see the heavenly abode in the distance.
So in preparation to experience Out-of-Body
Travel, we must follow a path of service to our fellow
men and to God in all worlds. This begins with
recognizing those elements of destiny within our own
life in relation to our work and our families and
setting this aside as our duty. We then indemnify the
remaining time and space in our life to be solely and
exclusively devoted to our pursuit of God and the
knowledge of ourselves. We pursue the mystic path
by pursuing God first.
And it ends in acquiring patience to follow this
path at the rate in which God chooses, rather than
that which we believe to be best.
There is a tradition among masters and
disciples in Buddhism which relates to this patience
and fervor we must achieve in our quest to find God.
It is said that the ancient masters would take their
disciples into a pond and place their heads under the
water. Waiting for them to struggle for air, they
would allow them to remain under the water only
long enough for them to become a bit frantic in their
desire to breathe. When they emerged from the water,
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the master would calmly say, "When you desire to
know God with the intensity with which you just
desired to breathe, you will find Him."

CHAPTER TWO
Prayerful Fervor
There is correct and incorrect fervor. Incorrect
fervor is motivated by self-seeking rather than Godseeking. Correct fervor seeks only God as its end.
Seek to evaluate if you have fervor, and if so, what
kind.
Because fervor is a direct factor in subsequent
experience, we need to discuss how to achieve a
proper fervor for God which will yield results to a
soul seeking to know Him.
The prophets, saints, mystics, ascetics and
sages found fervor because they had naturally begun
to detach from the things of this world and had thus
naturally amended to a desire for the things of the
next world.
So we begin to achieve fervor by first
recognizing that our attachment to the things of this
world prevents us from developing a proper fervor
for the things of the next.
Detachment is a necessary step in the spiritual
path and one that comes through a concentrated
effort on our part. Many of the ancient Buddhist texts
discussed detachment as being not only the goal of
the path of renunciation but the first step. And this
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begins with the recognition of certain 'cankers' within
our own soul.
'Cankers' in Buddhism are similar to 'sins' in
Christianity. They are those vices and habits that we
are attached to which prevent us from achieving our
truest destiny in this world because we are ignoring
the purpose of earthly existence which is karmic
purification and a liberation from karmic impulse and
sin. The Seven Deadly sins are envy, anger, sloth,
avarice, gluttony and lust, and if you will follow the
texts (Works by Marilynn Hughes, See List on Inner Cover) as
recommended, you will learn much about the
progress of a soul in the purification of such defects.
You will also be reminded sufficiently of the fact that
if you are incarnate upon this earth, you have one or
more of them as a prerequisite for incarnation into
this purgatorial realm.
A clear examination of conscience is required
to begin the proper process of renunciation. By
recognizing those fetters which attach us to the things
of this world, we may begin to focus our
concentration on them and to make acts of the will to
cease serving such vice. By doing so, you begin to
make conscious choices to resist occasions of sin. Do
not be concerned if you do not succeed in resisting at
all times, for this is part of the process. It is the
introduction of conscious choice into the subconscious mind which begins the process of
detachment.
For this process, we will use the concepts of
Buddhism. There is a valid reason to do this. In
Christianity, the soul has a tendency to focus on sin,
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and thus, guilt. A soul can get very stuck in guilt and
cease progress as a result. In Buddhism, the process
is intellectual. By recognizing superior acts to inferior
ones, you begin to make conscious choices to engage
in those which are superior. Guilt is removed (which
is also a prime instrument used by the forces of
darkness which would like to impede your path) and
the soul progresses to the next step. (A soul can easily
utilize Christianity for the same end, if they are able
to honestly acknowledge their fault without losing
sight of the Divine Mercy of God and the sacrificial
offering made by Jesus Christ for this very cause.)
In choosing the superior over the inferior you
might want to be reminded of the seven virtues which
counter-balance the seven deadly sins. It is easiest to
remember these if you understand that every sin has
a virtuous counter action. In Catholicism, there are
four cardinal virtues and three theological virtues.
"Prudence enables us to know what to desire or to avoid;
justice gives everyone his due; fortitude urges us on when
difficulty stands in the way of our duty; temperance
restrains us when passion excites us to what is wrong"
A Catholic Dictionary, Cardinal Virtues, (Christianity:
Catholic, William E. Addis, Thomas Arnold, Benziger Brothers
Publishers, 1893)

Repentance can be an intellectual exercise if the
soul has much difficulty with guilt. By doing so, you
begin to make the changes you need to make whether
you are emotionally inclined to do so.
Eventually, this fervor will be experienced as
remorse. And this is a very good thing . . . But we
begin the process by making it an intellectual exercise.
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Energy follows course and it becomes an exercise of
the soul.
As it becomes this, remember that repentance
is required of us to enter into the Kingdom of Heaven.
But God does not wish that we hold onto that which
is from the past, but to purify it and become the new
man. So we mustn't allow ourselves to focus on it
much beyond the natural. Because the next step
requires us to step into what is supernatural . . .
"Faith, Hope and Charity are called the theological virtues,
because they relate immediately to God. The moral or
cardinal virtues are concerned with our duties, and so
relate to Him indirectly; but the theological virtues have
Him for their immediate object- it is God in whom we
believe and hope and whom we love. These virtues are
supernatural because they are beyond the reach of man's
natural powers, and because they enable him to attain a
supernatural end."
A Catholic Dictionary, Theological Virtues, (Christianity:
Catholic, William E. Addis, Thomas Arnold, Benziger Brothers
Publishers, 1893)

Working on the cardinal virtues pertaining to
our duties in this world, lead to working on the
theological virtues pertaining to our duties in the
next. But this can be misleading, because we cannot
get to that next world unless we bring them into our
soul in this one.
These virtues are attained through prayer,
because they are gifts of the Holy Spirit with which
we must be endowed. They are not a 'natural' part of
man, but rather, a 'spiritual gift' which we must ask
for in prayer. We have all seen that Faith, Hope and
Love manifest in differing degrees among mankind.
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Some have it to the fullest possible extent, while
others have none at all. But it is these which ignite our
fervor to know God, a necessary element in our quest
to achieve Out-of-Body and Mystical states.
Ask God in prayer to give you the fervor to
know Him. Remember that prayer is conversing with
God. Alongside whatever prescribed prayers you
may utilize in your spiritual practices, make sure your
prayer with God is conversational.

CHAPTER THREE
Meditation, Contemplation, Practice
Once a soul achieves true fervor, they must be
tempered down into a state of meditative
understanding. There is a silent place that the soul
must now enter and remain . . . outside of the dutiful
works required of him during the day.
This place of meditation must be quiet, serene
and peaceful because the soul is now going to learn
how to listen to God. He cannot be heard where there
is noise, so the soul must go to where God can be
heard, rather than remaining in a place which may be
comfortable for the soul instead. Go to where God
resides, in the silence of your heart. Begin to engage
in meditation as much as you can throughout your
days depending upon your duties. When I began to
enter this phase, I was required to meditate up to
three hours per day. Considering my unique purpose
to be in the silent places most of the time, go
backwards from this figure depending on your
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worldly duties. If you have one hour, do that. If you
have fifteen minutes, do that.
Now enter contemplation, a misunderstood
feature of religious tradition. In the Orthodox
tradition, contemplation is practiced through what is
called 'The Jesus Prayer' (Lord Jesus Christ, Son of
God, Have Mercy on Me a Sinner). Throughout the
day while engaged in their duties, practitioners repeat
this prayer over and over again to bring them back to
an awareness of God. It came about because of Paul's
exhortation to the followers of Christ to 'Pray without
Ceasing.' But the other more well-known
contemplative prayer tradition is practiced by
remaining in communion (conversation) with God
throughout the day while fulfilling the duties of your
state of life. Thus, this contemplation keeps a soul in
ever-awareness of the presence of God irregardless of
what they may be doing. Bringing 'being' into 'doing,'
so to speak.
In every spiritual tradition, there are many
'practices' which can be gleaned upon. For instance, in
Buddhism is a practice called 'Mindfulness,' where
the practitioner, in essence, tries to remain in the
moment, focusing only on what is happening right
now. This practice is especially helpful in attaining to
the realization that 'it's not what you are, but what
you are becoming . . . ' ("The Mysteries of the Redemption," Marilynn
Hughes) This may be confusing at first, but if you
contemplate upon it you will see that it is so. In
Hinduism, there is a practice called 'yoga' which
utilizes both spiritual and physical actions to bring a
synergy between the inner and outer man. In
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Christianity, there is 'Adoration' where the
practitioner places himself in the presence of God and
adores Him and meditates upon His attributes. In
Native American Religion there is the practice of the
sweat lodge, where a person enters into a small
enclosure filled with steaming rocks, sweating and
purifying oneself in order to receive a vision. There
are innumerable practices amongst the many religions
which can be utilized according to the individual
practitioner's faith to enhance and empower the
spiritual journey of the soul.
Many of these things serve for the purpose of
making an interior desire manifest exteriorly. By so
doing, we are bringing that which is sub-conscious to
a conscious level. All of which helps to bring about
the Out-of-Body Experience.

CHAPTER FOUR
Interim Glimpses
As you put all these things into your daily
practice, several things will begin to occur. I call these
things interim glimpses which usually continue
throughout your journey and expand and grow even
beyond when you begin to experience Out-of-Body
Travel.
You may begin to see colors during your
meditations which may then expand into your
physical waking world. Colored or simple light orbs
may become visible to you as you begin to open up to
spiritual realities.
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Some people will become more aware of
presences around them, whether they be good or bad.
If a negative presence is around you, ask it to leave in
the name of Jesus Christ. You may need to do this
more than once or many times. Sometimes these
presences may make you happy or uncomfortable; it
can vary a great deal depending upon whom they are
and for what they have come.
For instance, angelic guardians and spiritual
guides may make you feel quite comfortable, while
somebody from your karmic past may bring up
emotions you don't consciously understand, thus
discomfort. Dark forces are always possible, as well,
and it is advised that you keep the prayer of the 'Our
Father' on your lips as it is the prayer of exorcism for
evil spirits. This will keep your energies more clear
for positive experiences. The name of Jesus is
particularly powerful, as well.
You may become aware of shifts in frequency.
Usually, this manifests in a very distinctive change in
the 'tone' of the room. Since we are very used to the
'tone' of the room, we notice this shift which usually
occurs in one ear and sounds like a high tinny ringing
sound. When such a shift occurs, pay attention. You
are usually being beckoned to take note of something
that is happening in your environment . . . or perhaps
something that was just said.
Your awareness may shift without notice.
Suddenly, you may be almost transported into
another perception of reality. One moment, you may
be very grounded and earth-bound and one second
later, you may be lifted up into a cosmic space that
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allows you to view reality from an entirely different
vantage point.
Some people will be taken into such spaces for
extended periods of time where consciousness will
merge for them. Often, the purpose of this is to allow
them to observe the goings on of earthly reality from
the spiritual perspective, to observe the oneness
between life, to observe the energetic elements
around all things which assist in reality taking form,
etc.
These are instructional states and experiences
meant to prepare the soul for the Out-of-Body
Experience. And though it may appear that 'nothing
is going on,' much is going on energetically to prepare
the soul on subtle levels to get ready for a full-blown
experience.

CHAPTER FIVE
Preparation to Leave Form
As a soul prepares for mystical experience,
several things will begin to occur.
Some sleep times will appear unusually deep
as sub-conscious promptings are being programmed
deep within the soul.
A person may awaken with the awareness that
something really amazing happened during the night,
but be unable to recall any of it. Again, this is subconscious work being done to prepare the soul . . .
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Dream activity may increase and become more
vivid (and subsequently more lucid) as the dream
state crosses from entirely sub-conscious to slowly
working its way into conscious realities. Some people
will begin to experience prophetic dreams and what
appear to be 'psychic gifts,' although these are
actually just the natural development of a five sense
individual to a six sense human being.
Human beings have great untapped potentials
lying within their reach, and much of what is
considered paranormal in our day will be considered
absolutely normal in the future.
The person may become more aware of
experiencing moments of a semi-vibrational state
(which will be explained in more depth shortly)
which is a precursor to the totally conscious
experience. This will manifest in somebody partially
waking up, becoming semi-conscious during sleep,
and feeling their body vibrating or buzzing at a low
hum. This may be accompanied by buzzing sounds
which will eventually increase to a huge roaring
sound as one approaches an exit from form.

CHAPTER SIX
Fears and Blocks
As a soul approaches this threshold, it becomes
vital to examine and remove fears and blocks to the
experience. Some of the simplest to remedy but yet
biggest blocks to approaching and completing an
Out-of-Body Experience include not emptying the
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bladder before meditating or sleeping, filling the
mind with too much garbage (i.e. television), not
creating enough solitude, allowing too many
potential interruptions during sleep or practice, and
finally, not listening to the spiritual promptings
which are already in process which might be calling
for some type of change. Remember that in a spiritual
path, our progress is gauged by how quickly we
respond to guidance from God, no matter how subtle
it may be.
Some of the fears I am about to discuss can be
very crippling if not dealt with fully.
For instance, many people are afraid they will
die if they attempt to experience Out-of-Body Travel,
and this is just not the case. Spiritual experience only
enhances the life we already lead. Rather than
actually catapulting the soul into an as yet
undiscovered country, the soul is actually in truth
only becoming conscious of something for which they
have already been participating.
Some people are afraid of the dark side and
should be alerted to that presence. Keep the name of
Jesus Christ near you at all times and let
prayerfulness be your constant companion.
Ironically, one of the first things a soul will
notice when getting ready to eject from form is that
the spiritual body does not breathe in the same way
that a physical body does. When a soul disconnects its
awareness from the physical body's breathing, it will
immediately enter the awareness of the spiritual body
and it can appear that breathing has stopped. This is
an illusion; the soul has just transferred awareness
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from one form of existence to another. This
transference does not in any way change the two
existences, just the point of perception of the traveler.
Some people are afraid of ghosts and the
easiest way to remedy this is to be reminded that
human beings are no more than ghosts in bodies
themselves. People are people whether they be in
spirit or in the physical and the traveler will
experience ghosts in much the same way he would
experience other people in his waking life. (This does
not mean, however, that a soul will not be called to
the service of 'Lost Souls' as many eventually will be
asked to do.)
The fear of the unknown can be a huge
difficulty for some because they worry that they
might get lost or be unable to come back. Although
the Universe is vast indeed, it is important to
remember that it is an ordered Universe and that
instruction is always at your beck and call. No matter
the issue you may be confronted with, you can always
call for assistance. You can ask for the help of your
guardian angels who are usually nearby or call out to
Jesus for help. With the exception of when I've
undergone teachings in relation to following the call
of my inner spirit, I have never been left alone in my
traveling as there has always been an overriding
presence who leads me every step of the way. (Now
there are times when I've engaged in demonic
warfare and have been expected to do so 'alone.' But
I've always had assistance as close as a simple call for
help, and I wasn't asked to engage in this warfare
until I'd undergone extensive training in the
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facilitation of such.)
Believe it or not a lot of people can get
frightened by the simple experience of the
unconditional love of God. It's so intense, that it can
be overwhelming and 'too much' for some. Simply
being aware of that intensity can prepare a soul for
the experience to some extent.
Another fear comes from the desire to hold
onto the ego. Some can be really threatened when
their view of reality is challenged or if they receive
guidance indicating that they are not yet perfect.
Humans don't like to change even though that's what
we're here to do. Humans don't like to change their
view of reality; they like to hold onto it even when it
no longer serves them. But a soul need not fear any of
these things because they apply to us all. If we are to
transcend this mortal realm into the higher spheres,
we will have to confront our own imperfections, our
own false views about truth, and we will have to
change. So knowing we're not alone in this can be
helpful, because every single prophet, saint, mystic,
sage and ascetic from throughout the world and time
had to do exactly the same thing to achieve their
calling.
I've saved two of the biggest fears for last
because they are common obstacles to almost all.
The first one is the fear of being alone with
oneself. After all, our world is focused entirely on
activity and doing and to shift from this to a state of
being . . . and then being alone with oneself . . . can be
quite threatening, not to mention boring at first. But
this is because the inner self has not yet been
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cultivated. This aloneness is the path to that
cultivation. Don't give it up.
Finally, the second one is the normal reaction
of a human being to the unexplainable intensity of the
experience. Although it is emotionally intense, this is
not that to which I refer. I speak of the raw and
unbridled divine power which pulses through your
body as you enter into the vibrational state and
connect to the cosmic mind. Which is what we shall
discuss next.

CHAPTER SEVEN
Mechanics
Most people will become aware that they are
about to have an Out-of-Body Experience when they
enter into what is called the vibrational state. But
some may feel the inklings of the experience by
initially hearing a loud roaring sound. Either way, the
two will eventually merge and come together so that
you are experiencing the vibrational state and hearing
the loud roaring sounds at the same time.
The vibrational state occurs because the soul is
disconnecting from physical awareness and reengaging into spiritual awareness. Because physical
vibration of particles is so much slower than that of
the spirit, this change is dramatic and can be very
scary the first few times. But it's only frightening
because it is such a different point of experience from
what the soul is used to, and eventually it becomes a
very comforting and peaceful time. More on that in a
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moment.
Although it may sound like a jet-engine
revving up for flight, what the soul is actually hearing
is the change in frequency from the physical realm to
the spiritual; which again, is much higher than what
the soul is used to. Particles vibrate at a much faster
rate of speed in the spirit world and it takes some
getting used to.
Usually, but not always, the soul will
immediately connect to what could be termed the
mind of God as soon as they enter into the vibrational
state. This is an amazingly powerful thing because
you enter into a state of all-knowing, although
unfortunately you can't bring it back with you when
you return. However, part of the purpose of the Outof-Body Experience is to bring little pieces of it back,
little by little, so that eventually the soul tends to
become and engage more from this source than from
any earthly one. When connected to this, the soul will
feel like all knowledge is available to him. Anything
the soul might want to understand, he currently does.
But when you return, much of that will retract.
While experiencing this connection, the soul
may also begin to feel the first inklings (or a fullblown blast) of the unconditional love of God. It will
truly be life-altering and is completely beyond words.
This experience can continue just like this for
many times, or a soul can be inspired to leave his
body the very first time. Great variation can occur in
this particular aspect of the journey. Others may
experience what I call vibrational raisings before they
ever leave their body, while some may go ahead and
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experience an exit and then be apprenticed through
the vibrational raisings further on.
Vibrational raisings are usually overwhelming
at first because the soul re-enters the spiritual
frequency . . . and then the spirit world begins to raise
the consciousness even higher. In essence, the soul's
engines are revved to an even higher frequency, the
purpose of which is to gradually bring the soul's
consciousness, view, perspective and physical body to
a higher level to attain to greater and greater insight
and understanding. Knowledge is energetic, and
although this is hard to understand, it is with each
vibrational raising that the soul sees its consciousness
rise. Understandings evolve into a higher ideal.
Vibrational raisings are so very important because
they are truly the cornerstone to the evolution of the
soul.
Let me use an analogy. If you were to take a
three-year old child and have the ability to raise their
awareness up to the level of say an eighty-year old
man, this would be very significant. Although such a
thing would be undesirable on the physical level, on a
spiritual level, raising our awareness to the level of
more highly evolved spiritual beings has great
purpose. Not only does it prepare us to overcome our
own karmic impulse and ascend from this world to
higher worlds, but it prepares us to become servants
in the Kingdom of God which consists of this world
and all others; higher and lower.
Vibrational raisings are experienced as highly
powerful shifts in the actual force of the vibrations
which accelerate and recede according to how well
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the consciousness takes in the thrust. They can go on
for minutes or hours and although they are somewhat
frightening at first, as time goes on they become
something very blissful.
When the soul is ready to leave the body it can
be done in a number of ways. The most common at
first is to roll out. Sometimes angelic guardians will
lift the soul out in the beginning to be helpful and
instructive. But as time progresses the spirit can learn
other techniques for exit; such as using the power of
thought to 'will' the spirit out of the body.
Another mechanic you mustn't forget is that
the soul operates from the standpoint of a spherical
existence with all senses originating from every point
along that sphere. Sight, hearing and other senses will
not originate from an organ of the body, but from the
entire consciousness. Because of confusion over this,
some people may have trouble seeing at first or
hearing . . . or moving around.
Movement is not accomplished through two
legs in the spiritual body, but rather, by means of
thought. Sometimes in the beginning, a soul may be
tempted to try to 'wade' through the spiritual ether.
But this will only get them so far. The soul must
discipline the mind to make things happen through
thought. By doing so, movement will not only
become easy, but instant . . . as the light body is
capable of traveling at light speed.
Remembering that physical objects are
permeable is important, but realize that they will be
more 'tight' vibrationally than air. Going through
physical objects can and will be done, but it will be
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experienced differently than non-solid objects.
Two things that might take the first time
traveler by surprise are these.
Immediately, the soul will notice a new ability
to sense the reality of spirits and people the soul
comes across while in the spiritual body. The soul
can hear the thoughts of humans, as well as, a huge
roaring and sometimes overwhelming mass of the
thoughts of humanity blasting in the background.
Upon observation of an entity or individual, the soul
may be provided with information on their past,
present or future . . . a new ability to sense realities.
The soul can sense past-lives, karmic states, needs,
etc.
Another thing that will assuredly surprise
most is that in the spiritual body . . . thoughts become
things. What you think about . . . will appear before
you. Where you think about . . . will take you to that
place. If you think of someone . . . either a holographic
image of them may appear before you, or you will be
sent to them immediately (or vice-versa). Because of
this reality, it's important to understand how to
discern between holographic images of entities, and
true entities.
A true entity will behave according to the
manner in which you know them, or the higher form
(you may not yet know) which appears in their place.
A holographic image will respond according to your
thoughts.
Sometimes a soul has to discern between their
own fear-generated holograms which can bring all
sorts of chaos around them in the spiritual state, and a
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true dark or demonic persecution, which during the
purification process will be just as common.
The way to tell the difference is this. A fear
generated thought-form will respond to the soul
deciding to change the form, i.e. 'You are an eagle, not
a vicious beast!' If the form changes, then it is most
likely a hologram of internal fear. But if it's a dark
force, it will not respond according to your own inner
fears and promptings or your wish to change them. It
will act as a separate being, vicious and destructive. If
you suspect one of these, call on the name of Jesus
repeated and continually recite the 'Our Father' which
forces them out.
Beyond the experience itself, there is a whole
host of things a spirit will now undergo if they are to
follow a Path of Karmic Purification (The Ascension
Pathway).
Among the stages a soul will go through are
these: Awakening, Co-Creation, Surrender, Rites of
Passage and Initiation into the Mysteries, Emergence
of Karma, Mirroring of Karma, Ignition of the Eternal
Flame and the Ascension.
Beyond the Path of Purification lies the Path of
Discrimination (The Alteration Pathway) which
contains these stages: Rites into the Medicine, Rites of
Evolution, Alteration of Reality.
Beyond the Path of Discrimination lies the Path
of Discipline (The Absolution Pathway) which
contains these stages: Energetic Entry into Ancient
Sacred Paths, Entry into the Knowledge of the Lower
Realms, Self-Scrutiny, Original Sin and the Mysteries
of the Redemption. Beyond this . . . lies the mysteries
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of death, dying and the afterlife and all that is ancient!
Because the knowledge contained within these
paths is vast, they are contained within several books.
(All are listed at the front of this book.) But allow me to say
welcome, traveler! To the pathway . . .
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ADDENDUM

Evolution and the Question of
Consciousness:
A Function of the Brain or a Function of the Soul?
Throughout the ages, mankind has struggled
with the basic question of existence. Most people
know that the brain is the center force of the body, a
computer of sorts that dies as the body dies.
Scientists argue that one must prove all things
according to scientific method, a series of rules which
define three-dimensional worlds of form; worlds with
physical substance and solidity.
Religionists argue that some things are to
remain as mysteries. They say it is an issue of faith,
just believing in something you cannot see or know.
What if they were both right and both wrong?
What if our world - the world of form - is only
one of many worlds? So within this world of form,
the laws of science would indeed apply. However, if
there were other worlds, worlds that existed in multidimensional realities, would it not be plausible and
highly likely that the laws ruling their existence
would be different?
Perhaps the world of spirit can be called the
world of force. We call it such because it generates the
power behind all that exists in substance. If this world
of force exists beyond third-dimensional laws,
beyond what can be lawfully seen within the confines
of physical sense, then it would indeed be true that
one must have 'faith' or belief in that world to then
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see it.
But then again . . . what if this world of force
could actually be seen and proven to individual souls
who were willing to change their frame of reference
and their ability to view? Would the worlds of science
and religion be willing to traverse the pathway which
would lead to proof (albeit on an individual basis)
that would only be attainable if they were to step
outside of the 'method' and the 'mystery?'
Consider me a scientist of a different kind. My
scientific method is to allow the Universe to SHOW
ME what is true rather than confining the truth to a
very limited understanding of what that can be based
upon what we already know within the confines of
our very small eye-view from the standpoint of a
physical organism. Consider me a scientist of the soul
who attempts to contain within myself both the
worlds of science and religion to find the cohesive
truth that inevitably binds them beyond the world of
form. My scientific method stumbled upon me. I did
not choose it. My method of exploration is Out-ofBody Travel.
Out-of-Body Experience has been elusive only
because it has not yet been properly explored. Science
perceives it as a ridiculous assertion of the brain.
Religion feels that it is wandering into worlds that
should remain a mystery . . . perhaps going too far.
But for those who have experienced such
things, there is absolute experiential proof. You are
not going to convince somebody who has experienced
such things on an extensive enough level that what
they have seen is not valid. What type of proof is
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most valid? That which is experienced by someone
which was previously considered an unknown, or
that which has been theorized by someone who has
never experienced it?
For thousands and perhaps millions of years,
mankind has always struggled with crossing into the
next threshold of the age. Mankind has struggled
with a myriad of things which seem so small to us
now; whether to believe the world to be flat or round,
the development of energy source, communications
and transportation. Each of these developments met
with ridicule and mockery. The mass populace found
it ridiculously naive' that these scientists, explorers
and harbingers of a new age could possibly be onto
something. But they were . . .
Out-of-Body Travel is not merely 'psychic'
phenomena. It is more like the moment when
Christopher Columbus saw the new world for the
first time. It is the awakening of a part of our
consciousness that was previously asleep. Sudden
proof thrust upon us of a higher truth that is not
within the realm of dispute to the one who
experienced it. But this proof only comes upon us (at
least at this time) one at a time. Unlike other
developments in the history of mankind, this is one
that every person must traverse alone.
To do so requires a recognition of science as
well as faith; because it is through the curiosity of
science that we energize the knowledge to come. It is
faith which allows the knowledge of consciousness to
come to us of its own accord, in its own way. Rather
than coming to us in a way which fits within the
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confines of our current limited understanding.
Out-of-Body Travel provides a window into
the next major evolutionary leap within mankind.
Science has trouble with this because their methods
only apply to us as long as we remain threedimensional. But what if we become fourth or fifthdimensional human beings? Then their rules no
longer apply. Religion has trouble with this because
they feel that these abilities only belong to special
people; prophets, saints, mystics, sages and ascetics.
But what if these extraordinary few were actually the
first of our kind to make these leaps in consciousness
and they have come to lead the way for humankind?
Pre-cursors . . . instigators of great leaps of
humankind into new millenniums?
What if a world that our species has been
unable to see (as a general rule) for thousands of
years does actually exist and it is possible for us to see
it? A world that prophets and scientists like
Nostradamus have known from the beginning of
time, but to the naked mortal eye remained unseen?
The world of force. What if the world of form and
force have co-existed forever impacting each other in
ways unknown to the world of form; while the world
of force protected us from the knowledge of our coexistence during our infancy as a species?
What if evolution is as much about energy as it
is about matter? And what if we've been making
energetic leaps throughout the ages but were unable
to see the energetic implications due to our limited
scope of vision? Then all levels of evolution within
mankind may have been instigated by some energetic
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alteration coming from the world of force into the
confines of our physical vehicles. Perhaps the greater
Mind or Soul of humanity would be adjusting on
many other levels and in our ignorance we could only
actually see physical changes.
Evolution within humanity's soul occurs
through energetic alterations which subsequently
manifest in a physical universe. Our Universe is a
highly complex, multi-dimensional reality of which
the physical worlds hold only a small portion. In fact,
the three-dimensional worlds are actually pretty low
on the totem pole of all life. Guardianed by higher
worlds that exist in a myriad of dimensional
awarenesses, our world is watched over by those who
are anywhere from a fifth-dimensional world to many
thousands of dimensions higher than our own. This
is a portion of what I've been shown.
As you can imagine, in worlds that exceed
third-dimensional reality by many millennia, the laws
of existence have become very different than our own.
Physical laws apply to physical worlds but not to
worlds of force. Worlds of force abide by a whole
different set of laws. But the presence of the worlds of
force are continuously manifesting in worlds of form,
although they keep a low profile.
Appearing only when someone is ready (when
their faith and desire for knowledge exceed their
arrogance about what they already believe to be true),
the world of force intercedes when a human being
becomes ready to experience knowledge rather than
hypothesize from a very limited perspective.
Consciousness is not a myth. It is not an issue
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of science or religion in its truest sense. The issue is
the tie between energy and matter.
As a species, we are again being challenged to
go to a new level. As Cro-Magnon man could never
envision the Homo-Sapien, we have trouble envision
a Homo-Universalis or whatever name it may end up
being given, but it remains the next step.
Through this step, man's form will become
more united to energy attaining to universality,
uniting with life in all worlds, not simply our own.
Such a change will require a new energetic link-up,
not unlike being uploaded to the internet; the new
man must be uploaded to Universal Mind.
Knowledge originates in ALL worlds, ALL life,
ALL existence, not just a singular world. And to truly
know something you must experience it.
We haven't been alone for quite some time . . .
forever, in fact. Higher worlds have guardianed the
world of form for thousands of years. Like a small
baby we have grown and matured and it is time for
us to reach adulthood and take the torch from the
world of force to become more like them.
Perhaps science would benefit from taking a
step back and thinking about what it seeks.
Knowledge comes to those who seek it. But if you
seek to prove what you already believe or what is
within your present realm of knowledge, you will
never know wisdom.
I challenge you to go beyond the limitations of
third-dimensional science and seek in a new way.
Send your desire to know into the air through prayer.
Allow the truth to reveal itself to you in its own way.
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It may not be what you expect, but it will be made
known to you.
Whether you are of the mind of science or
religion, your brain will process the knowledge that
your spirit retrieves.
And as you think, perhaps you will begin to
'see.'
Not unlike the prophets, saints, mystics, sages
and ascetics from throughout every religion and time.
Not unlike Albert Einstein as he was perusing the
theory of relativity which was subsequently revealed
to him in a dream. Without sub-conscious
promptings, perhaps we would discover nothing at
all or at least our technological advancement would
have slowed a great deal.
Scientists may say that this is an indication that
our brains are working out conclusions through
dreaming. But to assume this must mean that our
brain carries more knowledge than we have actually
taken in from physical sources. In order for this to be
true without divine inspiration, we would be
required to believe that our brains can retrieve
knowledge that we have not yet given it on a
conscious level. If our brains are working out things
through our dreaming . . . how are they doing this
without divine guidance and direction from above? If
this were so, the brain would be acquiring knowledge
it had not yet been 'fed' from a physical, conscious
source. So it must be coming from the world of force .
..
Scientists have also stated that we only use
10% of our brains. Given this, perhaps they would
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say that the other 90% kicks in to fulfill these
functions. But this makes no sense because if there is
no force behind the form there would be no inherent
desire to engage a cluster of neurons or cells in the
brain which are currently inactive. Even such an
activity would require a force to activate it in the
dreaming state.
Computers require both the force (the
programmer) as well as the form (the computer). A
computer can only solve problems if the proper
programs are uploaded into the system. Without
such, it has no deductive thinking skills.
How can our brains inherently contain within
them more knowledge than our waking selves? If
evolution is a purely physical mechanism, then all we
know as a primal species would be all that we are
capable of knowing. If there is no force behind the
substance, there can be nothing more than literally
meets the eye.
Einstein received theories from dreams.
Mozart received music from dreams. Those that
invented electricity, the telephone and the car were
driven by images given to them in dreams. This gives
cause to at least ponder the possibility of force behind
form.
If we all in fact die a literal death at the end of
our lives, evolution would either cease or slow down
considerably. It would do so because the form
becomes de-energized at death and truly ceases. If
every life after breathing a momentary existence were
to simply CEASE mid-stop through life, where would
the driving force for the continuation of knowledge
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come from? The driving force would cease with every
death and there would be no continuum.
When a computer is turned off, it CEASES. But
if programmer's continually upload more and more
information into the mind of the computer, it evolves.
But it does so because of the force that drives its
evolution, not because the will of evolution lives
within the computer itself. It responds to that which it
receives, but it will not instigate further development.
If it is merely form that we occupy, our souls
would not advance. If we were merely form, we
would not seek to know anything! As mere forms, we
would have no knowledge of good and evil. We
would simply exist with an instinctual drive similar
to the animal kingdom. No moving desire to progress
as a species would exist.
It requires a soul to desire these things.
Many scientists are doing work to simulate the
human brain - artificial intelligence. Despite their
greatest efforts, they have been unable to recreate the
inherent ability to learn that is shown in the youngest
of our species - babies. A computer responds to what
it is told to do, but it has no care as to the outcome. A
computer can learn things, but only if the knowledge
is uploaded to its hard drive. This is because there is
no force behind the form. The programmer must
supply the force. Turn off the computer and it ceases
to function, just as a human being dies and the body
ceases to function. But the programmer does not die;
the force does not die . . . the force remains. The form
itself has no will or desire, but it contains a soul. And
it is the soul that instigates evolution.
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In the worlds of energy and force - As a mind
thinks, so it creates. In the world of science, this
seems ridiculous. But in the worlds of force, this is the
first law. The second law is the law of gravity . . . the
absence of it. The third law is the law of perception . .
. perception is limited by the vehicle expressing it.
Humanity is limited to three-dimensional perception,
while those in the worlds of force can contain fifth to
myriad-dimensional perspectives.
In the world of force, vibrational laws express
even more. Vibrational law expresses the truth of all
things, and the inherent mode of perception of every
vibrationary vehicle . . . of which human beings are
only one kind. All life carries within it a vibrational
energy which expresses its level of understanding,
evolution and its past, present and future.
Vibrational law enforces that every life form can only
exist in vibrational energies at or below its own level
of reality perception. Thus, the need for vibrational
raisings to incur change. Vibrational law also states
that every life form can only perceive through the
windows of their own vibrational frequency or below.
Again, the need for vibrational raisings to incur
change. Vibrational levels differ between life-forms,
worlds and between individuals within intelligent
species, as well.
Differences in vibrational frequency determine
the level of spiritual evolution inherent within a lifeform. The higher, the more aware.
If you were to attempt to traverse into a world
of a higher vibrational frequency than you possess,
you simply could not without the aid of vibrational
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raisings. Lower frequencies feel as though they are
being crushed when they enter into a higher world
because the power of their force is so much greater
than that which a human being actually encompasses.
Vibrational law is inextricably tied to spiritual
evolution because it is the manner in which it occurs
in a physical vehicle whether we are aware of it or
not. Vibrational raisings are the means to raising
perception, knowledge, wisdom and force within a
human being. It's very simple in that increase in
vibrational frequency or force brings about evolution
in consciousness. Vibrational raisings bring the soul
to higher levels of knowledge. And knowledge that
appeared to be complex prior to such raisings, the
soul will just know.
Scientists have already discovered that color,
light, electricity and all the forms of 'energy' that we
acknowledge to exist have differing frequencies.
Vibrational law speaks of many layers of truth
and reality. Each level works within its own
parameters and its own world and they interact (often
unknowingly) with other worlds in order to
eventually advance. Vibrational law also concludes
with the inherent sovereignty of the world of force.
The world of form is merely a projection of ideas
originating from the world of force.
Unifying the worlds of form and force are one
of the goals of human evolution. In this unity, our
species has a chance to make leaps and bounds in
consciousness arriving at new levels. The next level multi-dimensional
Homo-Sapiens
or
HomoUniversalis.
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If science and religion have anything to say in
common it may be that there are mysteries to life.
Science wishes to demystify, religion wishes to
mystify. But perhaps the attainment of those
mysteries must be approached with a new view, a
perspective which allows for mysteries to reveal
themselves as they are rather than how we think them
to be in our limited human vehicle.
Out-of-Body Travel is truly a gateway to a new
way of life and existence. It pursues direct contact
between Creator and created. It allows human beings
to have direct contact with knowledge itself.
Science tries to place all reality and all worlds
in the brain. Physical law says that might be
reasonable. Vibrational law says think again . . .
Just as creatures in our own world differ
entirely in their mode of existence, so do those who
exist in the worlds of force. As the beings of the sea
do not breathe oxygen in the same manner that
humans must to survive, there are others beyond this
realm who need neither oxygen or salt water. Some
live in the ether . . . some elsewhere. Because their
vibrational frequency is too far removed from our
own, we don't see them. But it does not negate their
existence.
Human beings must learn from mistakes of the
past to stop being arrogant in regards to that which
they do not yet know or understand.
Evolution IS the function of consciousness of
force. Consciousness evolves by expanding in
frequency, enlivening the soul form which follows
that force. Form without force is dead. Force without
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form still lives.
Evolution and the question of consciousness
can be answered in that it is both a function of the
brain and the soul working together. The world of
force creates and the world of form imitates.
When the imitation believes itself to be the
creation truth is lost. It is much like the painting of a
tree believing itself to be the tree. It is not a tree . . . it
is canvas and paint made to image the form of a tree.
Force begets form.
Many would dispute that I am a scientist of the
soul, perhaps because I have not attended the proper
schools or hold the proper degrees. And if we were
disputing the three-dimensional laws of physics, I
would utterly agree. But how can a scientist who has
never attended the schools of the spirit world claim to
have the proper background to speak of such things?
Just as scientists go to school in the physical
world so do I go to school in the spirit world. These
schools teach of the worlds and laws of the spirit,
rather than the rules and laws of man.
Perhaps evolution requires that we expand our
three-dimensional perspectives in order to attain to
higher knowledge. Perhaps we must take a leap of
faith in order to find the answers to the questions of
consciousness that have been with mankind since the
onset of time.
Perhaps . . .
Deep in the soul of man
Lies the holy grail of wisdoms chance
The tempest storm of reasons past
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Seeks the sign of an angry man
In the dark of the moon, hold my hand
Night holds a seekers glance
Begging, calling for one last chance
Death is a hungry bird
No more time, join with mirth
In the dark of the moon, there's rebirth
Seasons change the Holy Grail
Hark the night the words prevail
No more chance, life is frail
Find the wisdom of the Holy Grail
Far in the ancient cave
The words of knowledge etched with grace
Reason holds a hungry man
Knowledge fills his empty hands
In the dark of the moon, it is man
In the light of the sun, life's begun
Seasons change the Holy Grail
Hark the night the words prevail
No more chances, life is frail
Find the wisdom of the Holy Grail
Symbolic as the cup of life and the cup of
knowledge, the Holy Grail must be attained through
energetic means. Some things cannot be learned
through physical means, but must be learned from a
higher force.
Seek, my friend, to find the force which created
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the form you now hold. And when you do, fall on
your knees for you will be standing in the presence of
the One Holy God and your spirit will be standing
upon holy ground . . .
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g{x Mysteries Éy OutOut-ofof-Body Travel
An Introduction to the Path
It began as a tiny twinkling years ago when I
was but nine years old. In the midst of a dark night,
the heavens began to open before my astonished eyes.
Clouds parted and revealed a marble stairway which
led to a podium containing two thrones. Upon them
sat who I perceived as God and His son, Jesus Christ.
Angels were singing and flitting all around them as I
was summoned forward by this majestic vision.
Much happened during this visit, but the most
important message that would be given to me this eve
was that God had a plan for my life. Sometime in the
future, He and His angels would return to me and
show me what I must do. For now, I must wait. I’ll
never forget waking that morning with the innocence
of youth and approaching my mother. “Mom!” I
shouted, “I saw God last night!” Of course, she
thought I was having a childish fantasy and nothing I
could say would make her feel otherwise. So, I went
on with my day having no tangible understanding
about the ominous message given to me that night.
Thirteen years would pass before the message
would begin to impart its purpose. Three months
after the birth of my eldest daughter, I spontaneously
had my first out-of-body experience. Mind-blowing, I
had no idea what my soul had embarked upon, but it
would be grand and vast. My husband had the
foresight to suggest I begin writing down the
experiences, although it hadn’t yet occurred to me
that I should.
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Over the years, my experiences grew into
grand vistas of knowledge where my soul was taught
the ways of the spiritual world, the mechanics of
existence and purified of its many defects. As I
continued to expand my horizons in mystical
kingdoms, it occurred to my husband that I should
try to paint what I had seen; although I’d never taken
up a paintbrush in my life. So, I began to do so and
started learning to paint; and although my painting
was never meant to be something brilliant, I learned
to convey a certain energy and feeling through them
of the places I’d seen and gone to. Early on, I had
begun keeping a tape recorder next to my bed for the
purpose of singing the music I would hear in the outof-body realms. Later, I would teach myself to play
guitar, other instruments and how to score music.
Even later, I began experimenting with electronic
recording equipment so that I could see if it might be
possible for me to capture the feel of the music I’d
heard in these states, as well.
Finally, the prophets, saints, mystics and sages
who had been directing all my activities and
experiences came to me with a message. Gather the
ancient sacred texts and their writings from every
religion throughout time. Beginning to do so, I had no
inkling at this point that they would then proceed to
guide my every move in adding quotations from their
words to the experiences they had given me for the
purpose of further enlightening their meaning.
If I were to share some of the most important
things I’ve learned in my journey, it would have to
begin with how it all came to be. One of the most
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common things I see amongst those who seek
experiences of this nature is twofold; a desire for
techniques, and a misdirected purpose.
Techniques do serve a purpose, but the only
purpose they will serve is to provide a soul with the
original earth-bound experience. Much more is
required of us if we choose to truly seek knowledge in
this experience. I’ve seen myriads of accounts of those
who have had what I would term a classic out-ofbody experience; wherein a soul leaves its body and
experiences something outside of its form upon the
earth or the astral planes. But there is so much more
to find. Most people will think of these types of
experiences when you bring up out-of-body travel,
without often realizing that this is truly only the
beginning of what can be accomplished in a soul.
It is here where misdirected purpose comes
into play. So many people think of this experience as
something to be achieved and sought after as an end.
But out-of-body travel is really the means to the end;
a technique which may assist a soul in seeking
enlightenment. But the technique is not itself
enlightenment. The end is transformation through
knowledge, and knowledge is a gradual attainment
which is acquired through energy.
Misdirected purpose can be several things.
Firstly, it can manifest itself in someone who starts
out with their own theory of truth and expects to
prove it. In this case, the correct approach is to start
out assuming that what you believe to be true is
going to be incorrect in many ways, thereby opening
yourself to be shown what is true beyond your own
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limited abilities to know. Secondly, it can manifest
itself with wrong intentions; playing around with
spiritual gifts, wishing to use these gifts for
something other than the service of God, etc. Such
things will prevent a soul from becoming able to
experience this gift in a meaningful way, and it may
prevent it from happening altogether. The correct
approach is to follow the will of God alone. Thirdly,
overt intellectualism can be a huge blockage to such
experience, because this can prevent the spirit from
instructing the soul because of its own preconceived
truths of which it is often much attached.
Many people will focus on the ‘playing
around’ aspect because they don’t realize what they
are doing. Some manifestations of this can be seen
when a person wishes to constantly try to prove their
experience by going to see what somebody else is
doing and being able to verify it later. Although this
may serve some purpose, it can become a blockage to
expanding the experience into the realms of
knowledge.
Out-of-body travel is only the beginning of
true and meaningful mystical experience, and a soul
must be willing to understand that such gifts are only
given to a soul when they have shown a true desire to
serve God only. Self-serving motivations may work in
the beginning, but they will hinder you from
achieving anything of significance. Oftentimes, such
motivations will also hinder a soul from realizing that
there is more for them to know, and thus, they will
believe they are already there when they have many
more trails to cross.
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Many stages of development, transformation
and evolution occur within the spectrum of what a
soul may find in traveling what I call the galactic
heavens. But a soul will be tested much along the way
and required to offer proofs of their intent and
willingness to do as God so wills, rather than as they
themselves may choose. What we must understand
about this is that God knows what we need to know,
while we don’t. Our egos can be a huge obstacle to us,
because a great deal of this process includes the
awakening of knowledge about ourselves within us
which we may not wish to hear. Many souls are
difficult to teach because they don’t want to explore
the dark places within themselves, but only the
aspects of the journey which remain fun. In order to
be teachable, you must be able to handle the criticism
that you will receive from heavenly sources and the
direction offered for you to change and transform all
that is within you that remains incompatible with an
all-powerful and loving God. This is very difficult
and a huge stumbling block for many, because most
do not wish to really ‘see’ themselves as God sees
them; although progress along the spiritual path is
impossible without it.
Much can be said about the worlds beyond our
own. In my journeys, I began by traveling into my
own past lives and learning about the karmic thrust
which had held my soul to the Earth for ages past.
Learning about Lost Souls, I was given knowledge
and wisdom in saving them from their delusions and
offering them the hope of the love of God. Meeting
beings from other races and planets, I was shown
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how evolution began and continues within our world,
and how it relates to that of other spheres within our
universal system. Entering the Initiation into the
Mysteries, my soul underwent fascinating ritual
passages within the pyramids of Egypt, ancient
biblical mysteries, and inexplicable secrets of the ages.
As my karmic thrust began to dwindle, my soul was
taken into the knowledge of the eternal flame as I was
led into the arms of the Angel of the Ascension.
Continuing my quest, I met Chief Joseph of the
Nez Perce Indians who took me on a grand journey
into the mysteries of evolution and the true path to
life. Meeting the Old Ones, they taught me about the
nature of good and evil in mortal realms such as the
Earth. Learning to alter realities in our realm from the
standpoint of energy, I was honored by the sacred
Buffalo women to join them in their sisterhood as the
medicine women from throughout the ages. And as I
began to really experience the realm of evil, Jesus
came to save me and show me the council who sits in
judgment of such matters before God.
Beginning to tread the holy road of the
prophets, saints, mystics and sages from throughout
time; I met the Buddha, Babaji, Paramahamsa
Yogananda, Padre Pio, Abdul Baha’, and various
other prophets, saints and mystics from throughout
time. Teaching me the path of discipline; I learned of
heaven, hell and purgatory and was taken deep into
the understanding of the demonic and their realms.
Giving me the gift of exorcism, the Blessed Virgin
Mary took me on a grand journey into the lower
realms to teach me of these worlds and the purposes
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they serve. In due time, I was given to assist souls as
they were crossing over; to take them to their grand
reward in the immortal realms, or to offer them one
last hope of reincarnation before entering a lower hell
realm because of their notorious deeds upon the
Earth. ‘The Mysteries of the Redemption’ were
revealed to me in the heavens as the scrolls of the
prophets emerged from the stars as brilliant and holy
lights. And it was at this time that the Lord revealed
to me that I must take all that I had written and
compile it into a book with this very title. (The
Mysteries of the Redemption: A Treatise on Out-ofBody Travel and Mysticism.)
And as I began this task, the Lord deigned to
give me another one; that of its sequel. (Galactica: A
Treatise on Death, Dying and the Afterlife) But this
would come as a shocking surprise when it was
revealed to me that I was suffering from a terminal
illness. Traveling down this road, I began writing
about the process that a person goes through when
they are preparing for death; mystically speaking.
Much was revealed to me about the afterlife and the
worlds beyond our own. Beyond this, I was given to
see the grand city described in the Book of Revelation;
adorned with gold, pearls, emeralds, amethyst and
other precious gems.
Amidst this journey, the Lord gave to me the
most simple and profound of truths. As I stood one
night waging war between life and death, standing at
the gateway to the next world; Jesus stood by my
side. Conveying that I had completed everything I
had to do before leaving this Earth, He gave me a
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choice. Because my children are still very young, I
stood firm in my determination to continue to live as
long as God would allow. Speaking to me of the
Earth, I heard the arguing and complaint amongst the
peoples, as if in echo from far away. Nothing will
change, He conveyed to me, even as I lay dying the
world would remain selfish and the people would be
fighting amongst themselves.
At that moment, I had a profound
understanding about our mortal realm, the Earth. It is
selfishness which holds us to its bounds, and it will be
selflessness that will free us from its fetters. No matter
what karma may hold you, its root lies in selfishness.
And in this lies the secret of liberation from karmic
circling, rebirth and continued reincarnation.
As I had made my decision, the Lord gave me
a set period of time. During that period of time I was
to finish my work and bring it to the people of the
Earth in order that the understanding of salvation
could be brought to a higher level. Promising Him
that I would complete this work, I began soaring at
the speed of light through the galactic heavens and
into my body below.
And thus, it begins . . .
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Ever wanted to have an Out-of-Body
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